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Description. I hope this video helps. Watch this video on YouTube. Video taken from the
channel: Arcade Greg. Once I figured it out, I knew I had to share it so someone else could learn
how to do this.. Having to replace these multi-function switch connectors is a pretty common
problem. This was in my Jeep Wrangler, but this same connector fits the following vehicles:
Dodge Viper. This generation VR6 engine has a lot of wiring and harnesses under the hood. So
before we clean the engine bay, we need to get that crap out of there. Also a great tip on how to
remove wiper blade arms.. Join me today as we: Best tips for removing wiper arms. Tips on not
destroying engine harnesses. Labeling parts. Not breaking plastic clips. Check out all my other
videos: Humble Mechanic Podcasts. Failed VW parts videos. How To videos. Be sure to follow
me at: The Blog. Video taken from the channel: HumbleMechanic. BMW depinning a weather
pack connector from the front door wiring harness.. Link to the Steelman Kit I used:. Part
Number Thanks for watching. Please Note: This video description contains affiliate links, which
means that if you click on one of the product links above, I will receive a small commission.
This helps support this channel and allows me to continue to make videos like this. Thank you
kindly for your support! Video taken from the channel: Ratty Muscle Car. I am making a plug
and play amp harness for my Jeep Wrangler. To do so I was using 2 Metra writing harness
connectors and some speedwire.. Video taken from the channel: 5after Russell from Electrex
World demonstrates how to remove terminals from a connector block. Especially useful if
placed in the wrong connector. Video taken from the channel: Electrex World Ltd. To do so I
was using 2 Metra writing harness connectors and some speedwire. For the female side I used a
Metra Radio. Maintain a slight pressure pushing the extraction tool into the hole. You should
then be able to tug on the wire to remove it. I recommend not using needle-nose pliers to pull a
wire. Connector Cutaway Duration: Ratty Muscle Car , views. Insert a very thin, sturdy rope
through the firewall hole into the fuse block in the engine compartment. Return to the engine

compartment. Find the end of the rope and tie it to the fuse block tightly so you can pull it
through and disconnect the wiring easier. For the larger connections MAF or coil , use a large
paper clip; for the smaller connections temp sensor , use a small paper clip. Start by flattening
the ends with a hammer or vise grips. Then curve the clip around till the two ends are a few.
Grip the wire with your thumb and forefinger where the wire goes into the connector. Hold the
connector with your other hand and attempt to pull the wire out of the connector. In most cases,
connectors either hold the wire in with a small metal prong or they are crushed onto the wire.
With a gentle tug, the wire usually pulls out of the connector. How to fix your wire harness plug
connector. Follow these tips and tricks to make a good reliable wire harness repair. Power
Probe Tek , views. Remove the front door wiring harness grommet from the body by depressing
the retaining tabs 1. Disconnect the front door wiring harness to main body harness connector.
Disconnect the front door wiring harness connectors from all door hardware. Any kind of
vinegar will work, from balsamic, to rice, to white vinegars. Its the acidity and corrosiveness of
the salt and vinegar together that you want. The other solution is Sodium Bicarbonate, or
baking soda, and water. This is used to neutralize the corrosive properties of the other solution,
and to further clean the wires. I usually use a flat blade screw driver to open the clip and pull the
cable away from the connector at the same time. The connectors are water-tight and you might
have to rock it to loosen it up. Once the locking knob on the cable side gets past the clasp you
are pryin up, you can release the screw driver and pull the connector off. Often I can just lift the
tab, and use a large flat head screw driver. There is usually two ridges where the connector
meets. I just put the screw driver there, and give it a twist. Just get movement, then move the
screw driver to another spot. Try for opposite sides. Easier said than done. We found that the
best method was to gently lift the dash panel and move it out into the car slowly this way you
can see clearly which connectors are impeding removal. Once the stripping is done, loop the
wire ends around the matching color terminals in the NID and tighten the terminals. To begin,
look closely at the electrical wire harnesses, to evaluate the best area to disconnect them. Do
not remove the wires until you label them with tape according to the letter printed on the
terminal to which each wire is attached. Your email address will not be published. Save my
name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Do I just need to pull
harder, or is there a trick to it? Then they show you the result! Just skip to the next video in the
playlist. It took that guy 34 seconds to remove the pin. Total length of video is 40 seconds. Your
welcome. The difference between etcg and humble mechanic. Or do I need to get separate
cables with harness pins and solder those to my existing cables? I needed to move one unused
wire to an open position to connect the adapter for my steering wheel controls. I stuck a lock
pick in like you showed, and it popped right out. Moved it over, and it snapped right in. Thanks
so much for tasing the time to show this because I had been struggling to disconnect wires
from Metro for hours. I have a question for you. I bought the Please help. I love the They should
offer the plastic connector clip by itself be OEM is such lousy plastic. Had the bad luck of a
brand new multi function switch being no good and had to eat it got a second one and fix the
jeep wrangler 04 so it happens before having to troubleshoot all the lighting. Get rid of that
really irritating music, what is it with people and the need to add music, especially bad music. I
just pulled mine to clean and paint as well, but I just had one slip out of the tape, and not brake.
But it makes me feel better that you had the same issues as I did, but we both overcame them. I
meant removing the hole connector to the ECU. I think I got figured out nowâ€¦as soon as I put
on my glasses ;o. Good tip. Thanks very much. Saved me lots of hassle and a trip to Halfords!
Hair grip staying in my tool box! Jafromobile The project has actually been done for a few years.
I haave a broken pigtail 3-pin that connects to by the starter. So the black coated plastic wire
goes or follows and plugs to the engine block. It looks like a plug type end a round black plug
type that is pluged to the block and a looks to me like a allen type bolt next to it. Which is
difficult to get into to remove. The pig tail is broke and looking at this wire, it looks to me tha its
a shielded wire. Can this wire be spliced together tosplice a wire that I cut from a car at the
junkyard also a 98 jetta. This is the sort of stuff I stay subscribed for. I really enjoy that this was
just you working through the process and narrating it rather than talking about it then doing it
off-camera. It was like I was standing in your shop drinking a beer while you worked. Although I
know little about Volkswagen and still mainly into diesel trucks I love your videos! Spread the
good gospel! Godâ€¦ I wish I would have done that. I cut the wires and crimped them to the new
orange and purple wires. Messed the whole damn thing. Been struggling with this for and hour
and you showed me what I wanted to see. I bought a spare Metra harness and I cut mine up with
a bandsaw and pulled the pieces out. Echo ghettohillbilly1 mark the wiper locations before you
remove them so they will be synchronized when you reinstall. Some OE windshields have a dot
etched into the glass to show where the wipers should line up when the washer motor is parked
off. Oh man. All I can think of is to do this and start over from scratch using the wiring diagram

in the Bentley. Thanks for the advice. Enjoyed that and the previous one a lot. Learned a lot
more than expected. Like your professional style. When u say the wiper arms are conical at the
spline area is that similar to being tapered? Thanks for another great vid and have a great day!
Simple replacement of a smaller part than a fuel tank is much better, plus not as expensive for
the customer. Excellent tip! One extra tip to those as naive as meâ€¦â€¦.. Or take photo with your
mobile!! Those spring type connectors are designed to be pushed down and pulled out.. There
some videos out thereâ€¦â€¦â€¦hugh???? Some think they will become a star because they
posted how they pick their nose with pliers. But however, I thought about replacing those looms
cover. I have been pondering on about that a whileâ€¦â€¦. Is it bad for an edge connect to be
missing a couple of the ground pins for example pin 1 has no ground pin and pin a has none
either. Hey man, sorry if I have the person but I think you added me to PlayStation network for
GTA online, I just stumbled on this video was thinking it maybe you. All about science and
technology. Click on "Watch later" to put videos here. Expert Mark. Table of Contents:. Show
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